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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

INVESTIGATION OF AN AEROHASNETIC ANOMALY ON WEST SIDE
OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN, EYE COUNTY, NEVADA

By

G. D. Bath and C. E. Jahren

ABSTRACT

Investigations of the source of a prominent aeromagnetic anomaly of 290
nT were undertaken at a potential repository site located in the Yucca
Mountain area, Nevada Test Site. The anomaly was detected on a recent flight
line of a survey flown north-south at 400 m (1,300 ft) spacing and 122 m (400
ft) above the surface. The anomaly was not detected on older lines flown
east-west at the same spacing and altitude above the surface. The anomaly,
which is on the high-standing side of a major fault, was interpreted
previously as arising from either an increase of magnetization within a
volcanic tuff or a small intrusive feature. Ground magnetic traverses were
run to locate the ground maximum, and to delinate anomalies in a traverse that
crosses the ground maximum and the nearby fault. Both air and ground
anomalies were analyzed using geologic data from surface mapping and drill
holes, and magnetic property data from drill holes. The anomaly is caused by
contributions from at least three sources. The elevated topography gives a
terrain effect since the altitude is decreased between the airplane and
exposed Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff. Ground anomalies 300 m
(1,000 ft) south of the air maximum indicate either an increase in
magnetization or the presence of a small intrusive body. Finally, there is an
increase in magnetic influence from the nearby Solitario Canyon fault.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of air and ground magnetic surveys by Bath and Jahren (1984) have
provided structural information at and near the potential site for storage of
radioactive waste at Yucca Mountain near the southwestern border of the Nevada
Test Site for the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations project of the
U.S. Department of Energy. The air data consist of a high-altitude survey at
a barometric elevation of 2,450 m (8,000 ft), and two low-altitude surveys
about 120 m (400 ft) above the surface. One was flown east-west to
investigate anomalies along major faults striking about north-south, and one
was flown north-south to investigate anomalies trending across the site
striking about east-west. The general distribution of contours in the two
low-altitude surveys is similar, and differences in detail become plausible
after considering difference in position and direction of flight paths.
However, a prominent anomaly of 290 nT was detected on one north-south line
that was not revealed on nearby east-west lines. It is located on figure 18
of Bath and Jahren (1984), and on figure 1 of this report.
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Figure 1.--Residual aeromagnetic map of southern part of the potential repository (shaded) at YuccaMountain showing prominent maximum of 290 nT that was detected on air traverse B. Alsoshown are air traverses A, C, and D; and maxima (triangles) and minima (inverted triangles)located on these and other flight traverses.



Yucca Mountain is underlain by a thick sequence of ash-flow tuffs and
tuffaceous sediments, and subordinate amounts of lava flow and flow breccia.
The volcanic rocks are of Tertiary age and attain a combined thickness of more
than 1,829 m (6,000 ft). Pre-Tertiary rocks consist of sedimentary rocks with
the possibility of igneous intrusions. A positive anomaly in the high-
altitude aeromagnetic survey over exposures of strongly magnetized argillite
of the Eleana Formation (Mississipian-Devonian Age) at Calico Hills extends
westward 20 km into the site area where interpretations give an argillite
thickness of 800 m (2,625 ft) at a depth of 2,250 m (7,400 ft). The high
magnetite content of the argillite is not typical of the region, and was
probably introduced by the heating effects of an underlying pluton. Pairs of
positive and negative anomalies in the low-altitude aeromagnetic data are
interpreted as major nearby faults that do not cross the site area.

This report was prepared to present 1982 and 1983 measurements of groun4
magnetic anomalies that were made to locate the position of the 290 nT anomaly
on the ground, and to investigate the effects of magnetized geologic
structures that could produce the anomaly. Bath and Jahren (1984) suggested
the anomaly could be explained by either an increase of magnetization within
normally magnetized ash flows or the presence of a small intrusive body. The
suspected ash flows are the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff,
which is exposed at the surface, and the Bullfrog Member of the Crater Flat
Tuff, which is at a depth of about 600 m (1,950 ft) below the surface. An
investigation of flight records reveals another possibility. Radio altimeter
measurements show an abrupt decrease in the flight altitude across the anomaly
source, and this decrease in effective depth to the Topopah Spring Member will
produce an increase in anomaly amplitude.

System Of Magnetic Units

All magnetic units are given in the International System of units (SI).
Conversions to the older electromagnetic units (emu) are given in the
following table:

Quantity SI units Equivalent unit
(in emu)

Magnetic field Nanotesla (nT) 1 nT = I gamma = 10 5 oersted

Magnetization Ampere/meter (A/m) 1 A/m -103 gauss
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the geologic features of Yucca Mountain, and Erick Esham ior assistance in
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the magnetic property data and wrote the three-dimensional forward program
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OBSERVED, RESIDUAL, AND SHOOTHED ANOMALIES

The observed data recorded by a magnetometer during an aeromagnetic or
ground magnetic survey consist of the anomalies from the geologic features
being studied plus the combined effects of the undisturbed geomagnetic field,
magnetized sources deep within the Earth's crust, and man-made objects near
the surface. Residual anomalies are those that remain after the Earth's field
and effects of deep sources and man-made objects are removed from the observed
data. The change in the Earth's field was eliminated from aeromagnetic data
by removing the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (Barraclough and
Fabiano, 1978), and from ground magnetic data by removing increases of 5.64
nT/km northward and 1.72 nT/km eastward. Effects of deep crustal sources were
mostly eliminated by adjustment of observed data to an assumed zero field near
Mercury in the southeastern corner of the Nevada Test Site (Bath and others,
1983). The zero field is the average value measured over a large area of
nonmagnetic sedimentary rocks that are assumed to extend to great depths.
Observed ground anomalies in areas near drill casing and other iron and steel
objects are considered unreliable and therefore omitted from the data.

Residual anomalies were compiled for four air traverses and five ground
traverses in the vicinity of the prominent aeromagnetic anomaly, and locations
of traverses are given on the topographic map of figure 2. Figure 3 gives
continuous measurements of anomalies and altimeter records for air traverses
A, B, C, and D located on figures I and 2. The prominent anomaly is on
traverse B. Ground anomalies were measured at 3-m (10-ft) intervals and are
shown on figure 4 for traverse A82, figure 5 for traverse A83, figure 6 for
traverse B83, and figure 7 for traverse C83. Ground traverse H82 is shown by
Bath and Jahren (1984) on their figure 20. Ground anomalies measured close to
magnetized rock have very irregular shapes, and a severe method of smoothing
was used to convert them to a form resembling air anomalies. Each traverse
was smoothed by continuation upward 122 m (400 ft) by the method of Henderson
and Zietz (1949), and the resulting values were multiplied by a constant to
restore the average value at ground level.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The average total magnetization of a uniformaly magnetized rock mass,
denoted as the vector 1t is defined as the vector sum of the induced
magnetization, his and remanent magnetization, Jr:

it =i + r

Air and ground magnetic surveys will commonly detect an ash or lava flow when
its average total magnetization is equal to or greater than 0.05 A/m (Bath,
1968). Therefore, units having intensities less than 0.05 A/m are herein
designated nonmagnetic; and those having greater intensities are herein
arbitrarily designated as either weakly, moderately, or strongly magnetized as
defined by the following limits:

nonmagnetic < 0.05 A/m

0.05 A/m < weakly magnetized < 0.50 A/m

0.50 A/m < moderately magnetized < 1.50 A/m

1.50 A/m < strongly magnetized

4
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Figure 2.--Topographic map of area west of Yucca Mountain showing air
traverses A, B, C, and D; and ground traverses A82, H82,
A83, B83, and C83. Traverse distances are in meters. Triangles
give locations of anomaly maxima: 290 nT on air traverse B, and
584 nT on ground traverse C83. Contour interval is 20 feet.
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Total magnetizations varying from nonmagnetic to strongly magnetic and of
both normal and reversed polarities, were found in drill core samples from
geologic exploration holes and surface samples in the Yucca Mountain area
Rosenbaum and Snyder, 1985). Large changes in magnetic intensity occur both
laterally and. vertically within the volcanic ash-flow sheets. Average
magnetizations were determined for units mapped by Lipman and McKay (1965) and
Scott and Bonk (1984), and penetrated in drill holes USW G-1 (Spengler and
others, 1981), USW G-2 (Maldonado and Koether, 1983), and USW G-3 and USW GU-3
(Scott and Castellanos, 1984). The magnetic intensity values suggest the
following eight units as possible anomaly producers in the vicinity of major
faults in the Yucca Mountain area:

Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff (Tar)
Tiva Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuff (Tpc)
Pah Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuff (Tpp)
Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff (Tpt)
Bullfrog Member of the Crater Flat Tuff (Tcb)
Tram Member of the Crater Flat Tuff (Tct)
Lava flow and flow breccia (Tfb)Lava and flow breccia (Tll)

Considerations of thicknesses, and lateral extent of units has narrowed
the eight to the Tiva Canyon, Topopah Spring, Bullfrog, and Tram Members.
Their average magnetic properties and thicknesses are given in table 1.
Modelling studies by Bath and Jahren (1984) showed a close resemblance between
observed aeromagnetic anomalies in the Yucca Mountain area and theoretical
anomalies computed for the faulted Topopah Spring Member. Their study
designated the Topopah Spring Member as the most likely primary source of
aeromagnetic anomalies.

Estimate of Magnetization

The method of estimating total magnetization by Smith (1961, equation
2.7) has been modified and applied to ground magnetic anomalies arising from
near surface rocks in the NTS area by Bath and others (1983) and Bath and
Jahren (1984). The estimates are based on the irregular and abrupt changes in
anomaly amplitudes and shapes found in many ground traverses, and on the
method of estimating depths to anomaly sources by Vacquier and others
(1951). It is thus possible to use anomaly amplitudes to give minimum
estimates of total magnetization within the following limits:

nonmagnetic < 15 nT

15 nT < weakly magnetized < 150 nT

150 nT < moderately magnetized < 450 nT

450 nT < strongly magnetized

11



Table I.--Magnetic properties and thicknesses of four units that were penetrat-
ed in three holes drilled on Yucca Mountain. These are the most
likely sources of magnetic anomalies

Drill Magnetic it Thickness

Unit hole polarity (A/m) (m) Comments

Tpc USW G-3 Reversed 0.9 103 Entire unit

Tpt
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

USW G-1
do.
do.

USW G-2
do.
do.

USW G-3

Normal
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Normal
do.
do.

1.3
0.7
2.0
1.4
0.7
1.7
1.2
1.3

1.0
0.2
3.0
1.4

335
169
166
285
102
183
272
297

130
128
182
147

Entire unit
upper part
lower part
Entire unit
upper part
lower part
Entire unit
Average for

Entire unit
Entire unit
Entire unit
Average for

entire unit

(altered)

entire unit

Tcb USW G-1
Do. USW G-2
Do. USW G-3

Tct
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

USW G-I
do.
do.

USW G-2
USW G-3

Reversed
do.
do.
do.
do.

1.2
2.0
0.1
0.2
1.8
1.1

268
142
126
128
369
255

Entire unit
upper part
lower part (altered)
Entire unit (altered)
Entire unit
Average for entire unit
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Estimates of magnetization based on ground anomalies range from weak to
strong for near surface portions of rock units mapped along the crest and west
of Yucca Mountain. Figure 2 shows the ground traverses, figure 8 shows the
geologic units, and figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the anomalies.

Like the laboratory measurements of magnetic properties, estimates from
ground magnetic anomalies indicate changes in magnetic intensity within the
welded tuffs. For example, a lateral change from weak to moderate
magnetization is revealed for the Tiva Canyon Member by abrupt changes in the
residual anomalies shown in traverse A82 (fig. 4) which extend for a total
distance of 6,860 m (22,500 ft) along the crest of Yucca Mountain. Amplitudes
average about 50 nT for the first 4,900 m (16,075 ft) and about 200 nT for the
remaining 1,960 m (6,425 ft). This northward increase is in the upper part of
the member. As shown on figure 4, the anomaly datum is 115 m (375 ft) above
the base of the member in drill hole USW G-3 (Scott and Castellanos, 1984),
and 150 m (490 ft) above the base of the member of drill hole USW H-5 (Bentley
and others, £983).

Most of the irregular anomalies on traverses A83 (fig. 5) and B83 (fig.
6) and on the eastern part of traverse C83 (fig. 7), are above exposures of
the Topopah Spring Member and indicate moderate magnetizations. A few
isolated anomalies have amplitudes greater than 450 nT and indicate strongly
magnetized rock. A prominent example is the thick zone that extends from 625
m (2,050 ft) to 740 m (2,428 ft) on traverse A83 (fig. 5). Estimates based on
anomaly shapes (Vacquier and others, 1951) mark out a mass of strongly
magnetized rock about 115 m (378 ft) wide with its top about 30 m (100 ft)
below the surface.

ANOMALY INTERPRETATIONS

Aeromagnetic surveys in the Nevada Test Site region were flown close
enough to the surface to detect anomalies produced by major faults (Bath,
1976, Bath and others, 1983; Bath and Jahren, 1984). While the terrain
clearances shown on figure 3 average about 122 m (400 ft) for traverses A-A'
and B-B' and about 183 m (600 ft) for traverses C-C' and D-D', there are some
notable deviations. One obvious example is the interval decrease on traverse
B-B' beneath the prominent aeromagnetic anomaly. Barometric altimeter
readings indicate the elevation of the aircraft was about constant, and
therefore, the decrease in terrain clearance reflects changes in topographic
relief beneath the flight path. There is a small westward bend in the
northward trend of Yucca Mountain, and figure 2 shows that the flight path
crosses this feature.

A qualitative interpretation suggests the decrease in interval from
airplane to surface is the source of the 290 nT-air anomaly. A positive
anomaly would be expected in measurements closer to the surface of a normally
magnetized ash flow; and there are approximate correlations of positions of
anomaly maximum (fig. 1), westward bend of Yucca Mountain (fig. 2), and
minimum interval (fig. 3). However, a depth estimate from anomaly B-B' of
figure 3 places the source too deep to be explained by effects of terrain
clearance alone. Some other source, or sources, must be present and have a
contributing effect that distorts the shape of the anomaly that gives the
misleading depth estimate. Quantitative interpretations were therefore
undertaken to investigate other possible sources. The ground traverses proved

13
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to be an important part of the studies. They showed the effects of other
possible sources, and not the effect of a decrease in interval between
airplane and ground surface.

Aeromagnetic Anomalies

The pair of parallel aeromagnetic anomalies that trend north-south along
the west side of Yucca Mountain (Bath and Jahren, 1984, figs. 12, 15, and 17)
are explained as the edge effects of volcanic tuff displayed by the Solitario
Canyon fault. The anomalies are negative over the low-standing side and
positive over the high-standing side of the fault. The prominent anomaly on
traverse B-B' of figure 3 is on the high-standing side, but its maximum of 290
nT is 135 nT greater than maximum on a east-west flight line that intersects
B-B' to the south. Positive anomalies also are found on lines flown north-
south near traverse B-B' The broad positive anomalies on traverses A-A', C-
C', and D-D' (fig. 3) were interpreted by Bath and Jahren as arising from a
strongly magnetized source, possibly altered Eleana Formation like that at
Calico Hills (Baldwin and Jahren, 1982), at a depth of about 2,250 m-(7,400
ft) underlying the volcanic rocks penetrated in drill holes at Yucca Mountain.

As shown on figure 9, the 290 nT anomaly can be explained by three
sources: a dipole or a finite prism (Source A) that represents an increase in
magnetization, and an infinite vertical prism (Source B) that represents a
small intrusive. This assumes no anomaly arising from the effect of terrain
clearance. Table 2 gives the total magnetization of the sources, and table 3
gives the amplitudes of the computed anomalies.

The increase in magnetization indicated by the magnetic dipole and Source
A is 625 m (2,050 ft) below the air datum, or at a depth of 549 m (1,800
ft). This places the source below the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush
Tuff and within the Bullfrog Member of the Crater Flat Tuff. The computed
direction of magnetization in table 2 is about midway between normal and
reverse, and suggests a body having a reversed thermoremanant magnetization
with a substantial normal component of isothermal remanant magnetization.
This is a significant deviation from the known normal polarity of the Bullfrog
Member and from the intensity of 32.86 A/m, which is too large for the
member. The reversed polarity would be more reasonable for a basaltic dike,
and even the high intensity of 8.32 A/m is a possibility.

The models offer an opportunity to investigate effects of positioning the
airplane closer to the ground surface. As shown in table 3, reducing the
elevation by 61 m (200 ft) increases the amplitude by only about 70 nT, or
about half of the 135 nT difference between maximum of 290 nT on north-south
traverse B-B' of figure 1 and the maximum of 155 nT on the nearby east-west
traverse (fig. 12 of Bath and Jahren, 1984). This indicates the sources are
too deep for this change in elevation to explain the prominent aeromagnetic
anomaly.

Ground Magnetic Anomalies

Another source for the prominent air anomaly is suggested by the positive
values of smoothed ground anomalies that increase abruptly eastward with
increasing distance from the Solitario Canyon fault. Figures 2 and 8 show the
relationships between positions of traverses and faults, and also show that
the small westward bend in the northward trend of Yucca Mountain is
accompanied by a similar bend in the Solitario Canyon fault. The positive

15
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Table 2.--Total magnetizations for models of figure 9

Model In esity Azimuthl
(degrees)

Inclination
tdegrees)

Dipole3 14,500 16 145
A 32.86 16 145
B 8.32 16 145

1 Measured clockwise from north.
2 Measured down from a northward horizontal axis.
3 Small cube with volume - 2.83 x 10 m

Table 3.-Aeromagnetic anomalies computed for models of figure 9

AMPLITUDE OF RESIDUAL AEROMAGNETIC ANOMALY

Model Difference
Depth to top Maximum Minimum Total in total
(m) (ft) (nT) (nT) (nT) (nT)

Dipole 625 2,0501 261 -36 2971
71

Dipole 686 2,2501 199 -27 226

Source A 549 1,800 259 -38 2972

69

Source A 610 2,000 199 -29 228

Source B 427 1,400 279 -18 2972

66

Source B 488 1,600 219 -12 321

1 Depth is to
2 The anomaly

center of dipole.
shown in figure 9.
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values average about 150 nT~along traverse A83-A83' which is about parallel to
and 100 m (300 ft) east of the fault. The average values increase to about
350 nT on traverse B83-B83' which is 120 m (400 ft) east of traverse A83-A83' -

and nearer the position of the air maximum. A similar increase is expected in
the air anomalies. Air traverse B-B' was flown along a straight line and its
distance from the fault increases in the area of the air maximum.

The ground data measured beneath air traverse B-B' supports an
interpretation of change in terrain clearance, but not an interpretation of an
increase in magnetization at a depth of 549 m (1,800 ft) or a basaltic dike at
depth of 427 m (1,400 ft). The smoothed anomalies of traverse A83-A83' do not
show a prominent anomaly having the amplitude to explain the air anomaly or
the long wavelength to explain sources at depth. Almost all the unsmoothed
anomalies have the short wavelengths that are produced by changes in rock
magnetization in narrow zones near the surface. The thick zone of strongly-
magnetized rock (fig. 5) is about 300 m (1,000 ft) south of the aeromagnetic
maximum, and it is described in the section "Estimate of Magnetization".
Traverse C83-C83' was measured in an east-west direction to delineate effects
of the thick zone and the Solitario Canyon fault.

The smoothed anomaly of traverse C83-C83' was then analyzed to
investigate the source of the thick zone and its effects at the elevations of
the aeromagnetic anomalies. There is reliable information for the geology and
magnetic properties of the flows displaced by the fault, and a three-
dimensional forward program was used to model the high- and low-standing
components of the fault and two possible soqrces for the thick zone.

As shown on figure 10, the anomaly over the fault has a total amplitude
of 822 nT and can be modeled satisfactorily by the combined effects of faulted
components of the Topopah Spring and Tiva Canyon Members, and the effects of
either an increase in magnetization within the Topopah Spring Member (Source
C) or a strongly magnetized intrusive body (Source D). Tuff magnetizations,
estimated from anomaly amplitudes, are moderate near the fault and less than
those from the drill-core samples of table 1, probably due to weathering; and
the magnetizations of Sources C and D are strong. Aeromagnetic anomalies were
computed from the models and compared with positive amplitudes measured 61 m
(200 ft) and 122 m (400 ft) above the surface. Table 4 gives the
magnetization directions and intensities for the models, and table 5 gives the
amplitudes of computed anomalies.

The wide zone is interpreted as either a very large increase of
magnetization within the Topopah Spring Member or a small intrusive body. The
magnetization increase is designated more likely because abrupt changes are
common within tuffs of the site area. Changes in drill-core samples are
reported by Rosenbaum (1985), and other zones of strong magnetization were
estimated from the anomaly amplitudes along ground traverse A83 of figure 5.
Geological evidence in the area of the anomaly also argues against the
possibility of a near surface intrusive. No change in appearance of surface
rocks or effects of heating was noted. However, basalt float has been found
at a lower elevation and about 1/2 mi south of the anomaly (R. B. Scott, USGS,
oral commun., 1984).
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As shown on figure 10 and in table 5, the wide zone as Source C will
produce a significant anomaly of 86 vT at 122 m (400 ft) above the surface.
This is the difference ,etween the maximum effects of the fault, 186 nT; and
the maximum effects of the fault plus Source C, 272 nT. A decrease in 61 m
(200 ft) in flight elevation (table 5) increases computed maxima by 54 nT for
the fault, 89 nT for Source C, and 101 nT for Source D.
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Figure IO.--Section across the Solitario Canyon fault on ground traverse C83-
C83' (projected) showing close comparisons between the observed
anomaly and summations of anomalies computed for horizontal
prisms that represent the Tiva Canyon Member (Tpc) and the
Topopah Spring Member (Tpt); and for vertical prisms that
represent an increase in magnetization (Source C) or magma pipe
(Source D). The horizontal prisms extend along the fault
strike for a distance of 3,048 m (10,000 ft). Source C has a
width - 198 m (650 ft) along the traverse and its north-south
length - depth extent - 152 X (500 ft). Source D has the same
length and width as Source C, but its depth extent is infinite.

I
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Table 4.--Total magnetizations of component parts of models of figure 10

Component Intensity
(A/m)

Azimuth'
(degrees)

Inclination2

(degrees)
Tiva Canyon tuff 0.75 167 -38

Topopah Spring tuff 0.75 326 62

Source C 3.73 326 62

Source D 3.26 0 62.5

1 Measured clockwise from north.
2 Measured down from a northward horizontal axis.

Table 5.--Ground magnetic and aeromagnetic anomalies computed for models
of figure 10

AMPLITUDE OF RESIDUAL MAGNETIC ANOMALY

Difference
Maximum in maximum Minimum Total

Component Type (nT) (nT) (nT) (nT)

Faulted components plus
either source C or D Ground 584 -238 822'

Faulted components only Air2 240 -66 3063

54

Faulted components only Air4 186 -11 197

Faulted components plus
source C Air2 361 -84 445

89

Faulted components plus
source C Air 272 -20 2925

Faulted components plus 2
source D Air 413 -41 454

101
Faulted components plus
source D Air 312 13 299

1 The ground anomaly shown on figure 10.
2 61 m (200 ft) above ground traverse.
3 The air anomaly shown for fault only on
4 122 m (400 ft) above ground traverse.
5 The air anomaly shown on figure 10.

figure 10.
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DISCUSSION

The several single sources investigated did not give a satisfactory
explanation of the prominent air anomaly. We believe the anomaly was produced
by a combination of sources that include the magnetic effects of (1) reducing
the interval from air datum to ground surface, (2) an increase of
magnetization within the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff, and (3)
an increase in distance between the air datum and the Solitario Canyon
fault. These interpretations do not require a significant change in the
present understanding of the geology and magnetic properties of rocks within
the area of the potential waste repository site. The presence of a small
intrusive body would introduce a new concept, but the data now available do
not favor this interpretation.
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C itest * Error flag
C I * Next polygon was found
C J - No more polygons
C -1 * A value In tree Is lese than S.
C
C Notes ngon and next are pointers to positions In the
C topology arrays.
C
C-
C ^*s*eeeaaaea*^a^*^^**aeaaaaeaeee^^*a^^*a^a*..,*a*aa...******a*

Subroutine wlktnext.ngon, itest)
Common /topology/ Info(IFI).Iupper(I5S).idown(llE).

& ileft(ION).iright(IhJI)
Common Zcommands/ nmax.epsiln.delin.delout

C
next-ff
If (ngon.go.I.lnd.ngon.l-.nmax) then

npnt-ngon
next-idowningon)
If (next.CT.J) then

Itest*1
Else If lnext.EO.X) Then

nextlr ightIngon)
If (next.GT.J) Then

Itest-l
Else If (next.EO.J) Then

itest2-8
1-I
Do 2J whil1I-test2.EO.J)

npnt-lupper(npnt)
If (npnt.GT.J) Then

next-frighttnpnt)
If (next.GT.J) Then

Itost-1
itest2.1

Else If (next.EO.J) Then
Itest2Z.

Else
ltest2.-1
Itest.-)

print ".. Error, fright was out of range (iright(.)l
End If

Else If Inpnt.EO.J) Then
nooxt-N
testlN

ltost2.1
Else

itest2-1
iteat2-- 1
print *,' Error. lup of ',npnt.' losv than tero'

End If

If (C.GT.nmax) Then
print ,' Error. i (counter) was )',nmax
Ito .--I
itestZ--I

End If
2J End Do

Else
print *,' Error. iright of ',npnt., was lese than zero'
Itest-I

End If
Else

print *,' Error, Idown of ',ngon., was less than zero'

itest*-1
End If

Else
print *o, Error. IGON passed to WALK out of range'
itest-I

End If
C

Return
End

C.C et *^^* *00* * 0 00000*teteeas-**ee e000 ^-*********n*aa teos000 * **
C wcbp - World coordinate byte packing. Converts a world co-
C ordinate pair Into the (hexadecimal) code required for
C the Envision terminal. See wcbp.Inf and Envision manual.
C
C Author, Robert Simpson, USGS. Menlo Park, CA, 18/63,
C-
C aeaaaae0^*^^**^**oeo*^^^^^*oaa****^o^*****o***aae*0*s*eoae****

Character*S Function wcbpti,J)
Character blank*l
Perameter (imsx-16284,jax.16264)
Parameter (imgnI0.Jmin-H)
Parameter (blank-' ',iblank-ichar(' ))

C
C - Force tj into bounds...

lin-min(imax,max(fimin,1))
Jimnmin(Jmaxmax(jminj))

C - Get hi and lo bytes and offset with blank...
tlomod(1n,64)#fblank
1med-i n/64+iblank
Jlo-mod(JIn,64)+iblank
Jmed-Jin/64+lblank

C - Put bytes together...
wcbp-blank//char(imed)//char(ilo)//char(jmed)//char(jlo)

C
Return
End

C.
C *0*^^^*00,*^^*e0^0*00**0*000*0000**^0*********000..***000t******

C wrhead - WJrites the header for a standard grid (new version).
C
C Authors Robert W. Simpson, USGS, Menlo Park, CA.
C
C-
C **00000000000000000000000000000*f*t^^**^^^*****t**********0000

Subroutine wrheadiunit.id.pgmncol,nrow,nz,
&xo,dx.yo,dyiprojcm.bl* test)
Character ld*S6,pgm^8
Integer unit

C
itest-1
Vrite (unit)id.pgm.ncol,nrow,nz.xo.dx,yodyiproj.cm,bl

C
Return
End

C4
C
C wrtgrd - WRITe GRID - Writes out wrkgrd as a Denver standard
C grid file to 'name'.
C-
C ^^**000000000000000000000000000000000000000flwfl00000000000000

Subroutine wrtgrd(nameitest)
Common /work/wrkgr. 25500J)
Common /gridspecs2/id2 .pgm2,nc2.nr2.nzZxo2,dx2,yo2,dy2,



I

&IproJZcmZ,bl2
Character name*8#, Id256.pgqmZS

C
Itest.1
pgmZ 'polygon
dummy-0.0
Open (11 .fle-namestatus'neww ,form'unformetted')
Call wrhead(l.1id2,pgm2,nc2,nr2,nzZxo2,dx2,y02.dyZ,1projZ.
&c,2.bl2,itest)
If (itest.GE.5) Then

Do 21 J-l nr2
Write (II)dummy,(wrkgrd( .(J-1)*nc2),1"t,nc2)

20 Continue
End If
Close (11)

C
105 Continue

Return
End

C.
C *OC*******S^^^^*^^^**^^^^^^^*W^^^^^****W******-**SCSS****Sf***
C wrtmod - Write. out a Polyogn model file.
C
C
C-CC .*,***,**at******^^^^^^ft*a^^^^*******t*W****O**a*C*t**********

Subroutine wrtmod(itest)
Common /topology/Info(I55),iupper(155),idown(100).
&ilefttI0I),iright(155)
Common /screenloc/ntotalnumply(I55).xscr(I05.100),yscr(15.,150)
Common /parameter /parmltI",15)

CD Common Ilabels/label
CO Common /commands/nmaxepsilndelindelout

Common /junk/ngbtop.Jnktop(155),ngbloc,Jnkloc(l05)
Common /names/grdnammodnam,modgrd
Common /gridspecs/idpgmnc.nr.nzxo.dx.yodyiprojcmbl
Common /original/iwcorg,Jwcorg,nxorgp,nyorgp

C
Character label(15)*15
Character id^56,pgm*8,grdnam*80,modnam*85,modgrd*8f

C
Open (15,file-modnamstatus.'unknown',form.'formattod',
&carrfag9control' llst')

C
C - Write out the current parms assigned to standard grid header
C Information.
C
C write t10,5) id pgm,nc nr nz
CG format(x aS6,x a8,3(x 13)
C write (15,15) xo.dx,yody
CIO formatl41x,*15.S))
C write (15.1S) iproj,cmbl
C15 formatix 13.2(x,el5.8))
C
C - Write out the number of polygons in the model and the
C labels assigned to the parm arrays.
C

Write (15,21)ntotal
20 Format (x,13)

Write (I5.29)1 label(k).kI.5 .)
Write (10.25)(label(k),k.6,10)

25 Format (5(x.a15))
C
C -Write out the polygon number, the number of points In this

C polygon, the grid locatiops and the polygon parms.
C

delxcn-dx/nxorgp
delycn-dy/nyorgp
Do 65 IInmox
npoly-info( )
If (npoly.CT.9) Then

nbrptasnumplyinpoly)
Writ- 15!,33) npolynbrpta

33 Format (2(xi3))
Write (I5,35)(parm(npolykk),kk-l,5)
Write (I#,35)(parm(npoly.kk),kk.6,I#)

35 Format (5(x,el5.S))
Do 45 J-l,nbrpts
xgrid-xo+((xscr(npolyJ)-Iwcorg)*delxcn)
ygrld-yo.((yscr(npoly,J)-Jwcorg)*delyen)
Write ".5,45)xgridygrld

45 Format (2(xe16 .))
45 Continue

End If
65 Continue

C
C - Writ. out the topology structure

Do 75 ndpstn-l,nmax
Write (15,65)info(ndpstn),iupper(ndpatn),idown(ndpatn),
&tilft(ndpstn),iright(ndpstn)

65 Format (5(x,13))
70 Continue

C
Close (11)
tt-ittl
Return
End

C+
C s**^^^^^^****eaa053*a*5a**^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*aaaeeaaaaaeeeaaaaaa
C wrtmag - Writes out a text string to the terminal.
C-
CC aaaaaeaaa*a^^^^a^a^*a*aa^^*aa***a****a*****f**a*eaaa**a*sa****

Subroutine wrtmog(text)
Character text*(*)

C
lleng-itlen(text)
Write (6,10)text

10 Format Ix.a(ileng))
C

Return
End

C.
CvC a*e*.afl*aaaaeaaeaeaaaaaaflaaaaflaaas**^a^ae^a*aaaeflflaeaa*ae
C zomcom - Zoom command mode. Controls the function of zooming
C and unzoomining in the grid.
C
C Options:
C
C c = Clear zoom stack
C d - Draw the grid using a zoom value selected from the
C stack.
C r - Recall and draw the grid using the zoom values
C currently pointed to in stack by nzoom.
C * a Select a subgrld (using mouse, cursor, grid
C coords.)
C u . Unzoom grid, draw full grid on screen (does nothing
C to zoom values)



C
C
C
C-

h : Help message
q * Oult and return to Polygon command level

Subroutine zomccIilfirstiteat)
Character an*aZ.quostaagzcom*2,first*l
Common /subgrid/lcmin,1cmax,irmin,irmaxncmin,nemax,nrminnrmax
Common /scalelxscysc,xstartystartxinItyinit
Common /zoom/lzoomizval,nzoomncminhl5),ncmaxz(5),nrmlnzIl.)

£nrwaxz15)
Common /scalefacts/iwc JjwcB.nxpix nypix,plxdim
Common /original/iwcorg,jwcorgnxorgpnyorgp
Common /flags/meflag,votfIg
Common /model/wdflag
Common /colors/plyclr.black,white
Common /fIll/open.solidfiltyp
Character plyclrai,black*l,whit-*lopenIl,solidal,filtyp*I
Chvracter mcflag*2,votflg*2

C
Call *nhmag('--- Zoom mode *-)

C
C - Testing of input variables goes here
C

zcom-'H'
if lag-B
Do is whll*(1flag.E0.J)
quest' Zoom command Ic/d/r/s/u/hfq)'
ivaliaquest(quest.acom,'la2)',-2)

C
If (zcom.EO.'C') Then

Call askanstans)
C If (lns.EO:'Y') Then

Call int2om
Call setbnd

Else If (ans.E0.'0') Then

End If
Else If (zcom.EO.'D') Then

If (nzoom.GE.I) Then
Call zompck(itest)
If 1itest.GE.J) Then

Call dlspla
Call scaleg2sc(N)
Call clrsgd(N.itest)
xstart-ncmin
ystartnrmln
Call *etbnd

End If
If imdflag.EO.I.AND.itest.GE.J) Then

Call B*tclr(plyclr)
Call setfiliopen)
Call drawwalk
Call aetfilisolId)

End If
Else

Write (6.5S)
6J Format (l.' Sorry, zoom stack Iv empty... './)

End If
Else If (zcom.EQ.'S') Then

If 4lfirst.EO.I) Then
Call Intscr
Call clragd(I,lteat)
Call clrply

xsc-floattnxpix)
ysc-float(nypix)
Iwcorg- wcl
Jwcorg-jwcJ
nxorgpnxpIx
nyorgp-nyp Ix
Call setbnd

End If
If (mdflag.EO.l.AND.lfirst.E0.I) Then

Call setclriplyclr)
Call setfiliopen)
Call drawv.lk
Call setfilisolid)

End If
Mf irstl

2J Continue
Call asktyp(1type,itest)
If (itest.E0.-I)Go To 31
If Inzoom.EO.5)Call zomstk(itest)
If (Itest.E0.-l)Co To 3J
If (itype.E0.I) Then

Call getsub(itest)
Else If (Itype.E0.2) Then

Call asksublitest)
End If
If (itest.EO.l)lzoom-l
If (itest.EQ.-l)Go To 25

38 Continue
If (Itest.GE.J) Then

Call dlapla
Call scaleg2sc(N)
Call clrsgd(fftest)
xstart-ncmin
ystart-nrmin
Call setbnd

End If
If (mdflag.EO.l.AND.Itest.GE.J) Then

Call setclr(plyclr)
Call setfillopen)
Call drawwalk
Call setfil(solid)

End If
Else If (zcom.EO.'R') Then

If (nzoom.GE.I) Then
Call zomrcl(Itest)
If (itest.GE.0) Then

Call dlspla
Call scaleg2sc(E)
Call clrvgd(#.itest)
Call clrply
xstart-ncmin
ystart-nrmin
Call setbnd

End If
If (mdflag.EO.l.AND.Itext.GE.0) Then

Call setclr(plyclr)
Call setfiltopen)
Call drawwalk
Call setf1llsolid)

End If
Else

Write (6.51)
End If

Else If (zcom.EO.'U') Then



Cail unicomittest)
Else If (tcom.EO.iH ) Then

Call hiplom
Else If (zcom.EO.'O.OR.Ivzl.EO.-I) Th-n

Iflag--I
Else

Call errmsg
End If

com- 'O'
I End Do

C
If (Iflag.EOQ.-I)ftet--1
Return
End

C,

C zompck - Allows the picking of a selected zoom value from the
C zoom stick (if any exist).
c

Subroutine zoopck( test)
Common zoom/itoo. izwal .nzoom.ncmlnz(5),ncmaxz(S).nrminz(S).
Lnrmaxz(S(
Common /subgrid/icin. icmax, rin. irmax ncmin.ncmax.nrmin.nroax
Character quest*86

C
C call hlpzpk
C

It*St-ff
Do 1 while(itest.EO.O)

quest- Stick position of zoom value (1-5. 5 or I/ to quit)'
iva-liquest(questlzavul.'12)',5I

CJ If IIzval.GE.I.AND.Izvel.LE.5) Then
If (ncminz(izval).EOQ..AND.ncmaxz(lzvil).EOQ..AND.

& nrmin~lzval).EO.5.AND.nrmaxz(lzvwl).EO.3) Then
Write (6.15)

15 Format (/,' Error, zoom values for this position not *et'./)
Else

ncmin-ncminz(izv*l)
ncmax-ncmaxz:isval)
nrminnrminz( zval
nrmax-nrmaxzilzvall
Itest-i

End if
Else If (Izval.EOQ..OR.Ival.EO.-1) Then

Itest.-I
Else

Call errmsg
End If

15 End Do
C

Return
End

C.
C ........ ....*..........*..******* *e***s***
C zomrcl - Recalls the subgrid values from position nzoom
C In the zoom stack.
C-
C **ea ^^^^..*fln....*S aa*afl*aaa*n.* ..na...*.*. *aaaa*aaeans

Subroutine zomrcl(itest)
Common /gridspecs/id.pgm.ncnr nz.xo.dx.yo.dy.IproJ cmbl
Common /subgrid/icmin. icmax.irmin. irmax.ncminncmax.nrminnrmax
Common /zoom/oo0m. ival .nzoom.ncminz5S .ncmaxzi5).nrminz(S).

Lnemaxz(5)
Character ld^56,pgmn^

If (nzoom.GE.I.ANO.nz2om.LE.5) Then
ncmln-ncmins nzoom)
ncax-ncmaxz(nzoom)
nrmin-nrminz(nzoom)
nraax-nrmaxz nzoom)
(tet-tsI

Else If (naoom.EO.#) Then
Itest-0

Else
Itest--I

End If
C

Return
End

C+

C ***** aaeaaaaeeoaeeaaeaaaeao...,.eaaa. *ea..e ****......e...ee ** ..
C zomstk - Controls the release of the zoom stack. Called by
C subroutine zomcom (ZOOM COMMAND) if nzoom equals five.
C
C b - Bottom of stack (oldest zoom values)
C c - Clear stack (zeroes out room stack)
C t * Top of stack (youngest zoom values)
C h * Help message
C q * Oult cid return to ZOOM COMMAND level.
C
C nzoom * Pointer to current poxltion In zoom stack
C e If zoom stack Is empty.
C otherwise ranges between I and 5.

C-C *----a-----a- eo---e^^^^^^^^* .aeaa*e..aa-*-a- ee 5*.."****.
Subroutine zomstk((test)
Common /zoom/izoom. Izvl .nzoom.ncminz(5).ncmaxz(5).nrminS(5),
Lnrmaxs C5)
Character quest^8.ans*2

C
(test-I
Call msgstk
Call hlpstk
ans-'H'
Do 1 while(ftest.EO.)

quest-' What method of stack release (blc/t/h/q)'
Ival-laquest(questans, '(a2) '.)

If (ans.EO.'B') Then
(test-I
Do 20 (-1.4
ncminzIi)-ncminz( il)
ncmaxzs()-ncmaxz(tll)
nrminu( )-nrminz((l1)
nrmaxz(l)-nrmaxz(1i4)

23 Continue
ncminz(S)-ff
ncmaxz (S)-0
nrminz(5)-#
nrmax SI)-g
nzoom-4

Else If (ans.EO .T') Then
Itest-)
ncmlnz(S)-g
ncmaxzsS()-
nrminz(S)5-



/

nrmaxztCS).
nzoom.4

Else If (ans.EO.C ) Then
Ca?? 1ntrow
'test.'

Else If (ans.EO.O .OR.Ival.EO.-I) Then
itest*-l

Else If (ans.EO.H ) Then
Coll hlpstk

Else
Call errmog

End If
IJ End Do

C
Return
End

C.c
C zomstr - Stores the values of ncmInncmax.nrmInnrmaxx used for
C zooming, In the zoom stack at position nzoom.
C
C See Intzom.for for a description of the variables in
C the zoom common block.
C
c

Subroutine tomstr(ftest)
Common /zoom/lzoom,1zval.nsoom.ncminz(5),ncmaxzuS).nrminz(S).

&nrmaxz zs)
Common /subgrid/icmin.icmax,irmin.irmax,ncminncmax.nrmfn,nrmax

co ff (nzoom.4C1.E.A. .ngoom.Lt.61 Th-n
Itest.1
nzoomnzoom+I
ncminzinzoom)*ncmIn
ncmaxstnzoom )ncmax
nrminz(nzoom)-nrmfn
nrmaxztnzoom).nrmax

Else If inzoom.GE.5) Then
Call wrtmsgi' Zoom stack Is full')
Ittst--l

End If
C

Return
End


